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1. Executive summary

As financial institutions (FIs) face ever bigger fines for 
failings in their compliance processes, the technology 
to support financial crime compliance screening 
systems continues to evolve. Increasingly, FIs must 
develop a clear strategy for their financial crime 
compliance screening.

In this report we examine the current state of financial 
crime compliance screening, and the market for 
screening solutions. Our research is based on the 
findings of a global survey of the financial crime 
compliance screening technology market conducted in 
Spring 2019 by Chartis and Accuity, complemented by 
qualitative interviews with senior risk and compliance 
professionals.

Key findings

A shift to accuracy

In recent years FIs have become more concerned 
with the accuracy of their financial crime compliance 
screening systems. Motivated by high fines for 
compliance failings and small team sizes, FIs are 
prizing accuracy. While speed is important – particularly 
considering the volume of accounts and transactions 
the largest FIs must screen – accuracy has moved up 
to become FIs’ first priority. Given the effort FIs spend 
on sifting through false positives, improving accuracy 
by lowering false positives is an important way to 
speed up the screening process. 

A move to component-based systems

To achieve better accuracy while maintaining their 
existing processing speeds, FIs are examining their 
compliance screening technology components 
to ensure they are operating efficiently. This has 
resulted in a shift in their technology strategy, away 
from single enterprise solutions and toward more 
‘modular’ systems made up of multiple ‘best of breed’ 
components. Such a shift enables FIs to take advantage 
of technical advances at multiple layers of the stack. 
New component implementations must, however, 
overcome institutional and operational constraints. 

Technology outpacing regulation

An important factor in these shifts is FIs’ confidence 
that technological progress in financial crime compliance 
screening is outpacing growth in regulatory mandates. 
These advances are paying off as FIs implement artificial 
intelligence (AI) and robotic process automation (RPA)-
based systems in their technology stacks.

Looking ahead

In our survey, organizational and technological 
constraints – such as stakeholders advising against 
fundamental changes to an existing systems stack – 
were cited most often as the strongest influences on 
FIs when they adopt particular screening approaches. 
While taking a component approach will help FIs 
achieve better accuracy – and potentially add value to 
non-compliance processes – FIs will have to overcome 
potential concerns around some modules.

Conclusion: efficiency is 
paramount

Despite wanting to achieve greater accuracy, FIs are still 
very cost-sensitive, making efficiency a crucial concern. 
Using a best-of-breed technology strategy, FIs should 
aim to reduce false positives for reasonable cost. They 
must also consider where efficiency can be increased 
across the compliance process, in areas such as case 
management, screening engines, and analytics. By 
looking to make each component efficient, rather than 
replacing an entire system, FIs can not only boost the 
value of their systems and reduce false positives, they 
can cut their expenditure too.

Benchmarking your compliance process

This report includes a benchmarking component derived from the 
survey results (see Appendix A). FIs can use it to benchmark their 
compliance processes using the following metrics:

• Account screening volume.

• Transaction screening volume.

• Number of screening employees.

• Percentage of flagged entities.

• Rate of true positives.

• Percentage of flagged transactions.

• Rate of failed payments.

• Types of transactions screened.
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2. Introduction: surveying the market

FIs face growing fines for failings in their 
compliance processes, while the technology to 
support screening systems continues to evolve 
rapidly. Against this background, FIs must approach 
financial crime compliance screening with a clear 
strategy informed by the state of regulation and 
technology. In light of this, this report explores 
the current state of financial crime compliance 
screening and the market for screening solutions.

The survey

This report presents the findings of a joint global 
survey on the financial crime compliance screening 
technology market conducted in Spring 2019 
by Chartis Research and Accuity. Of 131 total 
respondents, 109 (83%) were from financial 
services firms. Of these:

• 44% were headquartered in Europe1.

• 18% were headquartered in North America.

• 14% were headquartered in the Asia-Pacific 
region.

• 24% were headquartered in the Rest of the 
World.

In addition:

• 27% of FI respondents were from Tier 1 
organizations.

• 21% were from Tier 2 organizations.

• 52% were from Tier 3 organizations.

For more detail on the region and tier 
specifications see Appendix B.

The report

After this introduction, our report is divided into 
four sections. 

• The first explores and assesses the key 
trends in financial crime compliance screening 
highlighted by our survey2. We examine FIs’ 
current approaches to financial crime compliance 
screening, considering a shift in emphasis from 

1 For definitions of the categories used in the survey, see Appendix C.
2 Note that rounding factors mean that some charts may not add to exactly 100%.

screening speed toward screening accuracy, and 
the growing popularity of ‘component-based’ 
technology strategies. We also consider what 
these and other trends mean for the future 
of FIs’ financial crime compliance screening 
approaches. 

• The second section (Appendix A) provides 
quantitative survey results addressing key 
elements of the financial crime compliance 
screening process, such as:

 o The volumes of accounts and transactions 
screened.

 o The numbers of full-time employees dedicated 
to screening activity by different respondents.

 o The volume of positively flagged entities our 
respondents are reporting.

 Readers can use these results to benchmark 
themselves against the screening processes of 
peer institutions.

• The third section (Appendix B) provides key 
benchmark figures by tier and region.

• The fourth section (Appendix C) provides 
definitions of our regional and institution-size 
survey categories. 
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3. Key trends in financial crime compliance screening

The surge of regulations and reporting 
requirements facing FIs’ compliance departments 
has only recently begun to slow, and as it does, 
financial crime compliance screening systems are 
maturing. Transaction reporting forms submitted 
to regulators, such as those required by the 
Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN), 
no longer bring drastic changes in the number 
of requirements with every iteration. With less 
radical transformation in regulation, FIs have an 
opportunity to fine-tune their compliance systems.

You might not think it, however, looking at the size 
of fines levied against them for failings in their 
financial crime compliance screening processes. In 
April 2019 US and British authorities fined a large 
British-headquartered bank with extensive Asian 
operations $1.1 billion for processing transactions 
that violated sanctions against Iran3. Over the past 
five years, three Israeli banks have also collectively 
paid $1 billion to US authorities for aiding tax 
evasion4. Across the globe regulators have extracted 
heavy tolls from FIs charged with aiding tax evasion, 
money laundering, and sanctions busting.

Together, these trends – relatively less radical 
regulatory change, but no let-up in fines – have 
pushed FIs to focus more on tuning their systems 
to better guarantee compliance while also reducing 
their exposure to risk. Because banks must no 
longer adapt to radical regulatory change, their 
compliance functions have the breathing space 
to tweak their screening systems for greater 
efficiency. Now that their systems are better 
prepared to handle large transaction volumes, 
FIs can concentrate on improving the accuracy of 
these systems.

Speed or accuracy?

In the early 2000s, FIs faced the task of ensuring their 
financial crime compliance screening systems could 
incorporate the new technologies necessary to address 
surging transaction flows. At the same time, many 
governments were issuing stricter rules in areas such 
as combating the financing of terrorism (CFT). Now 
though, FIs’ systems can process today’s transaction 
volumes with relative ease, and compliance staff are 
more familiar with their obligations in areas like anti-
money laundering (AML) and CFT.

3 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-stanchart-sanctions-settlement-fed/standard-chartered-to-pay-1-1-billion-for-sanctions-
violations-idUSKCN1RL1TV
4 https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/business/israel-s-third-largest-bank-to-pay-195-million-over-helping-clients-evade-
taxes-1.7018988

Consequently, FIs have become gradually more 
conservative, with a lower risk appetite, prioritizing 
accuracy over speed. A major driver of this move 
toward improved accuracy is the effort and 
time FIs spend on remediation – sifting through 
false positives takes up much of the time they 
spend on financial crime compliance screening. 
Improving accuracy by lowering false positives is 
thus an important, indirect, way to speed up the 
screening process. Figure 1 shows this shift in FIs’ 
approaches over the past five years.

This dynamic is particularly apparent among 
Tier 1 FIs (see Figure 2): while there was a wide 
distribution across the 2014 responses, it is 
notable that no Tier 1 FI respondents prioritized 
speed over accuracy in their 2019 responses. 
If these institutions are viewed as first-movers 
or exemplars to other FIs, this more strongly 
indicates that accuracy is a priority and will be 
more important in future. 

At the same time, many advanced techniques 
that assess the probability than an entity is on a 
sanctions watchlist – such as artificial intelligence 
(AI) and machine learning – have sometimes not 
delivered the reductions in false positives FIs had 
initially hoped for. That is not to say, however, 
that they do not present benefits in boosting true 
positives – particularly through techniques such as 
segmentation analytics. 

Figure 1: FIs are enhancing their focus on accuracy (n=109)FI respondents: speed vs accuracy (%) 

Speed Accuracy 

2014 2019 

0.5 1.8 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

Q8. Using the slider, please indicate whether you are more focused on achieving rapid 
decisions or achieving accurate decisions with your existing compliance screening processes. 
Q9. How has this changed? Using the slider, please indicate whether, five years ago, you were 
more focused on achieving rapid decisions or achieving accurate decisions. 
This figure shows the simple average of 109 responses for each survey question (Q8, Q9). 
Responses occupy the range of integers from -4 to 4, where a lower number signifies a 
greater emphasis on speed and a higher number signifies a greater emphasis on accuracy. 
Source: Chartis Research

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-stanchart-sanctions-settlement-fed/standard-chartered-to-pay-1-1-billion-for-sanctions-violations-idUSKCN1RL1TV
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-stanchart-sanctions-settlement-fed/standard-chartered-to-pay-1-1-billion-for-sanctions-violations-idUSKCN1RL1TV
https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/business/israel-s-third-largest-bank-to-pay-195-million-over-helping-clients-evade-taxes-1.7018988
https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/business/israel-s-third-largest-bank-to-pay-195-million-over-helping-clients-evade-taxes-1.7018988
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In addition to their technical conservatism, FIs have 
become more conservative in their risk exposure in 
recent years. The global decline in correspondent bank 
relationships5 6, for example, has been driven at least 
in part by a string of large-scale AML failures at some 
of the world’s largest FIs. This includes a large German 
bank’s decision to sharply reduce its correspondent 
banking services in the wake of a money laundering 
scandal in the Baltics7. As a result, we see risk appetite 
declining through both technical measures and 
organizational change, accounting (at least in part) for a 
general shift toward accuracy.

Fine-tuning the engine

To boost accuracy while maintaining existing processing 
speeds, FIs are examining all components in their 
financial crime compliance screening technology stacks 
to ensure that each layer is operating with maximum 
efficiency. As a result they are shifting toward a 
technology strategy that comprises multiple ‘best of 
breed’ components, and moving away from single 
enterprise solutions (see Figure 3).

Having adjusted to the cadence of frequent and regular 
updates required to ensure full compliance under 
constantly changing regulations, FIs are now more 
comfortable with the notion of adjusting their underlying 
technical systems for greater accuracy.

When viewed regionally (see Figure 4) this data 
continues to provide insights. One notable, macro-level 
trend was that the move toward best-of-breed was 
universal across regions. Interestingly, respondents 
from the rest of the world (including the Middle East, 
Central America, Africa, etc.) showed the greatest 
increase in ‘componentization’, with the strongest move 
toward best-of-breed strategies. APAC respondents, 
meanwhile, were most likely to use enterprise solutions 
both now and in the past. This likely reflects a lower 
degree of institutional maturity when compared against 
their counterparts in other regions.

FIs are also somewhat more confident that 
technological advances will outpace regulation (see 
Figure 5). In light of this, pursuing a component-focused 
approach is a good basis for developing more efficient 
screening processes. Such a strategy will allow FIs 
to rapidly take advantage of new systems at different 
layers of the stack, rather than having to wait to see 
them agglomerated into a single screening solution.

5 http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/113021467990964789/pdf/101098-revised-PUBLIC-CBR-Report-November-2015.
pdf
6 https://www.bis.org/cpmi/paysysinfo/corr_bank_data/corr_bank_data_commentary_1905.htm
7 https://www.pymnts.com/news/regulation/2019/deutsche-bank-danske-aml

This confidence was most significant among Tier 1 
respondents (see Figure 6). Tier 1s are typically first movers 
in responding to regulations, and are often the first to fully 
develop a technology approach to a compliance problem.  

Figure 2: FIs are enhancing their focus on accuracy (Tier 1 FI 
respondents; n=29)
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Q8. Using the slider, please indicate whether you are more focused on achieving rapid 
decisions or achieving accurate decisions with your existing compliance screening processes. 
Q9. How has this changed? Using the slider, please indicate whether, five years ago, you were 
more focused on achieving rapid decisions or achieving accurate decisions. 
This figure shows the distribution of responses to our questions. Bigger bubbles indicate a 
higher proportion of responses. Responses occupy the range of integers from -4 to 4, where a 
lower number signifies a greater emphasis on speed and a higher number signifies a greater 
emphasis on accuracy. 
Source: Chartis Research

Figure 3: FIs are moving toward ‘best-of-breed’ technology 
components (n=109)

FI respondents: enterprise vs best of breed (%) 

2014 2019 

-0.4 0.2 

Single 
enterprise 
solution

Multiple ‘best 
of breed’ 

components

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

Q14. Using the slider, please indicate whether your compliance technology strategy focuses 
more on a single enterprise solution or multiple ‘best of breed’ components. 
Q15. How has this changed? Using the slider, please indicate whether, five years ago, your 
compliance technology strategy focused more on a single enterprise solution or multiple ‘best 
of breed’ components. 
This figure shows the simple average of 109 responses for each question (Q14, Q15). 
Responses occupy the range of integers from -4 to 4, where a lower number signifies a 
greater emphasis on a single enterprise solution and a higher number signifies a greater 
emphasis on multiple best-of-breed components. 
Source: Chartis Research

http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/113021467990964789/pdf/101098-revised-PUBLIC-CBR-Report-November-2015.pdf
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/113021467990964789/pdf/101098-revised-PUBLIC-CBR-Report-November-2015.pdf
https://www.bis.org/cpmi/paysysinfo/corr_bank_data/corr_bank_data_commentary_1905.htm
https://www.pymnts.com/news/regulation/2019/deutsche-bank-danske-aml
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Figure 6: FIs believe that technology change 
will outpace regulatory change, by tier of 
institution (n=109)

37.9% 

30.4% 

42.1% 

10.3% 

30.4% 

17.5% 

51.7% 

39.1% 40.4% 

FI respondents: pace of change (%) 

Tier 2 Tier 1 Tier 3 

The pace of regulatory change is faster than the 
pace of technological change 
Technology and regulation are advancing at the 
same pace
The pace of technological change is faster than 
the pace of regulatory change  

Q11. Which of the following statements do you most agree with 
regarding the screening landscape? (Select one of the following 
options) 
Source: Chartis Research

Figure 4: FIs are moving toward ‘best-of-breed’ technology components, by region (n=109) 

ENTERPRISE  BEST-OF-BREED 

Europe 

North America 

Rest of World 

0 1 3 4 -4 -3 -2 -1 

APAC 

-0.1 0.3 

-0.3 0.5 

Past Present  

-0.9 

-0.5 0.6 

2 

-1.3 

Q14. Using the slider, please indicate whether your compliance technology strategy focuses more on a single enterprise solution or 
multiple ‘best of breed’ components. 
Q15. How has this changed? Using the slider, please indicate whether, five years ago, your compliance technology strategy focused 
more on a single enterprise solution or multiple ‘best of breed’ components. 
This figure shows the simple average of 109 responses for each question (Q14, Q15). Responses occupy the range of integers from -4 
to 4, where a lower number signifies a greater emphasis on a single enterprise solution and a higher number signifies a greater 
emphasis on multiple best-of-breed components. 
Source: Chartis Research

Figure 5: FIs believe that technology 
change will outpace regulatory change 
(n=109)
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FI respondents: pace of change (%) 
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advancing at 
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The pace of 
technological 

change is faster 
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regulatory 
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Q11. Which of the following statements do you most agree with 
regarding the screening landscape? (Select one of the following 
options) 
Source: Chartis Research
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However, there is considerably less consensus 
on where FIs can derive additional value from 
their screening processes outside compliance, as 
shown in Figure 7 (indeed, two in five respondents 
have not even considered where this value could 
be generated). That said, for FIs keen to use their 
compliance operations to support other processes, 
a ‘best of breed’ approach offers a finer-grained 
method for tweaking systems to produce value. 
This added value could be in other areas of 
financial crime risk management, or in identifying 
commercial opportunities. In addition, a focus on 
more accurate screening will pay off in these areas 
in ways that more rapid screening does not.

Viewed by size of institution (see Figure 8), it 
was apparent that this was primarily a trend 
among smaller (Tier 3) institutions. These typically 
have more flexibility in their approach – for Tier 
1 institutions, bureaucratic issues can constrain 
what they can offer: reporting lines, organizational 
hierarchies and the focus of business units are 
heavily entrenched. Tier 3 FIs, by contrast, are 
comparatively ‘free’ to experiment and drive 
benefits from their financial crime compliance 
screening. In fact, this was reinforced by the next 
question, which demonstrated that organizational 
constraints remain the most significant factor 
affecting compliance efforts. 

Figure 8: FIs are uncertain about where to 
achieve added value from their financial crime 
compliance screening systems, by tier of 
institution (n=109)

27.6% 

17.2% 

55.2% 

26.1% 

17.4% 

56.5% 

42.1% 

29.8% 
28.1% 

No Yes Don’t
know

Tier 1 

FI respondents: value outside screening (%) 

Tier 2 Tier 3 
Q13. Do you see any other areas of your business where your 
financial crime compliance screening processes and their outputs 
could be used to generate value? (Select one of the following 
options) 
Source: Chartis Research

Figure 7: FIs are uncertain about where to achieve added value from 
their compliance screening systems (n=109)

34.8% 

24.1% 

41.1% 

No Yes Don’t
know

Key areas included: 
• KYC 
• Customer lifecycle management 
• Credit products 
• Credit risk 
• Trade finance 

FI respondents: value outside screening (%)  

Q13. Do you see any other areas of your business where your compliance screening 
processes and their outputs could be used to generate value? (Select one of the following 
options) 
The areas of added value identified by respondents were drawn from freetext responses to 
this question. 
Source: Chartis Research
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Looking ahead

Although undoubtedly under way, this shift toward 
greater accuracy, accomplished using a component-
centric technology strategy, is only just beginning. 
FIs must still overcome organizational and 
technological constraints, which in our survey were 
most often cited as the strongest influencing factors 
in the purchase and adoption of certain screening 
approaches (see Figure 9). Stakeholders concerned 
with maintaining compliance and reporting 
functionality may, for example, advise against 
fundamental changes to an existing systems stack.

To change their systems, project leaders will have 
to win over these stakeholders, convincing them 
of the reliability and efficacy of new components. 
Figure 10 shows the current state of uptake of 
different approaches.

Chartis anticipates the shift to a best-of-breed 
strategy to continue, though the pace of change 
will vary by solution type. Uptake in areas such as 
advanced analytics and AI is likely to be slower, 
as FIs must ensure that these solutions’ results 
are explainable to regulators. FIs’ fears over the 
privacy of their customer data, as well as concerns 
that competitors could reconstruct submitted 
data to poach their customers, means that shared 
services may also restrict deployment. 

The component approach will pay dividends 
in terms of improved accuracy and value for 
processes outside compliance – but only if FIs 
manage to overcome the concerns that some 
components will provoke inside their firms.

Conclusion: efficiency is 
paramount

While a major objective of FIs is to achieve greater 
accuracy, firms also remain highly cost-sensitive 
– greater financial crime compliance screening 
accuracy must therefore be married with greater 
efficiency. Reduced false positives should be 
achieved at a reasonable cost, with a best-of-breed 
technology strategy providing the optimal path to 
efficiency. FIs must also examine where they can 
boost efficiency across compliance – in areas such 
as their case management systems, screening 
engines, and analytics.

By seeking efficiency in each component, rather 
than attempting to switch out the entire system, 
FIs can drive value and reduce false positives while 
cutting expenditure.

Figure 10: FIs’ implementations of compliance screening approaches 
and techniques (n=109)

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

FI respondents: by screening approach (%) 
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Q7. Which of the following approaches does your organization use in compliance screening? 
(Select one option per row) 
Source: Chartis Research

Figure 9: Factors influencing FIs’ screening approaches (n=109)
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Q9. Which of the following best explains your current approach to screening, as stated in 
question 7? (Select one of the following options) 
Source: Chartis Research
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4. Appendix A: Financial crime compliance screening benchmarks

To assess FIs’ levels of compliance-related activity, 
we included a benchmarking section in the survey. 
Using Figures 11 to 19, readers can assess their 
own financial crime compliance screening activity 
against that of their peers.  

Figures 11 and 12 focus on the volume of accounts 
and transactions screened by our respondents. 
Importantly, while a number of respondents 

(22.9% in the case of accounts) were either 
unwilling or unable to share this information, a 
large proportion – about three-quarters – were 
willing to disclose their account and transaction 
screening volumes. Almost one-in-six respondents 
to the survey (19.2%) reported screening more 
than one million individual transactions each 
month.

Figure 11: Volume of accounts screened per month (n=109)
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Q16. What is the total volume of accounts that your organization screens per month? (Select one of the following options) 
Source: Chartis Research

Figure 12: Volume of transactions screened per month (n=109)
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Source: Chartis Research
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Compliance departments have traditionally been 
relatively small in size, and this is certainly the case 
among a large minority of our survey respondents, 
45.9% of whom had compliance departments of 
fewer than 10 individuals (see Figure 13). However, 
a significant number (13.8%) reported operating 
compliance departments of more than 250 full-
time equivalents (FTEs).

Figure 13: Number of screening employees 
(n=109)
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Q18. How many full-time employee equivalents does your 
organization employ for screening? (Select one of the following 
options) 
Source: Chartis Research

However, there was little commonality concerning 
the number of flagged entities in a system (see 
Figure 14). Almost one-third of respondents 
(31.2%) were either unwilling or unable to provide 
us with data, and a similar proportion (33.9%) 
reported typically flagging no more than 3% of 
the entities on their systems. However, with one 
in eight respondents (12.8%) reportedly tagging 
more than 10% of their entities on a regular basis, 
there are clearly some real areas of difficulty. And 
right across the landscape, reconciling flagged 
entities represents a significant amount of work 
for FIs. 

Achieving low false-positive rates was a significant 
challenge for the 66.1% of survey respondents 
who provided insights (see Figure 15). More than 
one-third (34.9%) indicated that their true positives 
were somewhere below 1%, with only 3.7% 
indicating they had a true positive rate of more 
than 10%. This highlights real pain in the system, 
with a surprisingly large number of respondents 
dealing with very high false-positive rates overall.  

Figure 14: Percentage of entities typically flagged (n=109)
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Q19. What percentage of entities are flagged in your system? (Select one of the following 
options) 
Source: Chartis Research

Figure 15: Percentage of flagged entities that represent true positives 
(n=109)
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Q20. Of these flagged entities, what true positive rates are you currently achieving? (Select 
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Source: Chartis Research

Figure 16: Percentage of transactions flagged (n=109)
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Source: Chartis Research
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Responses for flagged transactions were similar 
to those for flagged entities, with 11.0% of 
respondents indicating more than 10% flagged 
transactions, and a much larger proportion 
(34.8%) reporting a transaction-flagging rate of 
3% or less (see Figure 16). A significant minority 
of respondents (27.5%) were either unwilling or 
unable to share information on this topic.

As with accounts, a relatively large proportion 
of respondents (33.0%) reported that only 1% 
(or less) of flagged transactions had led to failed 
payments (see Figure 17). Likewise, the fact that 
only 1.8% of respondents were seeing more than 
10% of their flags leading to failed transactions 
indicates that false positives pose a significant 
issue.

Turning to transfers, we note that survey 
respondents screened a wide variety of transfer 
types (see Figure 18). Cross-border transfers were 
the most common type (67.0% incoming and 
69.7% outgoing respectively), outpacing domestic 
transfers by some margin.

Not surprisingly, sanctions (89.0%) and politically 
exposed person (PEP) screening (81.7%) 
dominated responses, as these are the areas 
with the most intense regulatory oversight and 
the most severe punishments (see Figure 19). 
However, given the increasing relevance of trade-
based money laundering, it will be interesting to 
observe if other areas (such as vessels) increase in 
prominence over time.

Figure 17: Percentage of flagged transactions that represent failed 
payments (n=109)
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Q22. Of these flagged transactions, what percentage are failed payments? (Select one of the 
following options) 
Source: Chartis Research

Figure 18: Types of transaction screened (n=109)
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Source: Chartis Research

Figure 19: Types of screening performed (n=109)
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5. Appendix B: Tier and region benchmarks

Tables 1 and 2 show the mean volumes of 
accounts and transactions screened by FIs for each 
tier and region.

Table 1: Mean volume of accounts screened per 
month, by tier of institution and region 

Size Mean volume of 
records/accounts 
screened per month

Tier 1 1m-10m

Tier 2 50,000-500,000

Tier 3 0-50,000

Region

Europe 50,000-500,000

North America 50,000-500,000

APAC 0-50,000

RoW 50,000-500,000

Source: Chartis Research

Table 2: Mean volume of transactions screened 
per month, by tier of institution and region

Size Mean volume of 
transactions screened 
per month

Tier 1 500,000-1m

Tier 2 50,000-500,000

Tier 3 0-50,000

Region

Europe 50,000-500,000

North America 50,000-500,000

APAC 0-50,000

RoW 50,000-500,000

Source: Chartis Research

Table 3 shows the mean number of screening 
employees for FIs for each tier and region.

Table 3: Mean number of screening employees, 
by tier of institution and region

Size Mean number of 
screening employees

Tier 1 10-100

Tier 2 10-100

Tier 3 Fewer than 10

Region

Europe 10-100

North America Fewer than 10

APAC Fewer than 10

RoW Fewer than 10

Source: Chartis Research
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Table 4 shows the percentage of entities flagged 
in FIs’ screening systems for each tier and region, 
and the percentage of these that represented true 
positives.

Table 4: Entities flagged, and true positives

Size Percentage of entities flagged in screening system Percentage of true positives

Tier 1 5-10% 0-1%

Tier 2 3-5% 0-1%

Tier 3 1-3% 0-1%

Region

Europe 1-3% 0-1%

North America 5-10% 0-1%

APAC 1-3% 0-1%

RoW 1-3% 0-1%

Source: Chartis Research

Table 5 shows the percentage of transactions 
flagged in FIs’ screening systems for each tier and 
region, and the percentage of those that resulted 
in failed payments.

Table 5: Transactions flagged, and failed payments

Size Percentage of transactions flagged in 
screening system

Percentage of failed payments

Tier 1 3-5% 0-1%

Tier 2 3-5% 0-1%

Tier 3 1-3% 0-1%

Region

Europe 1-3% 0-1%

North America 5-10% 0-1%

APAC 1-3% 0-1%

RoW 1-3% 0-1%

Source: Chartis Research
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6. Appendix C: Survey definitions

Definitions of regions:

• North America: includes the US, Canada and 
Mexico.

• Europe: includes the European Union (EU) and 
non-EU Europe.

• Asia Pacific (APAC): includes Australia, New 
Zealand, China, Hong Kong, Japan, Singapore, 
India, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, 
Taiwan, Thailand, Vietnam and another 23 
countries.

• Rest of the World (RoW): includes the Middle 
East, Africa, and Central and South America.

Definitions of tiers:

• Tier 1: more than US$100 billion in assets.

• Tier 2: less than US$100 billion in assets and 
above US$10 billion in assets.

• Tier 3: less than US$10 billion in assets.
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For risk technology buyers 

If you are purchasing risk management software, 
Chartis’s vendor selection service is designed to 
help you find the most appropriate risk technology 
solution for your needs. 

We monitor the market to identify the strengths 
and weaknesses of the different risk technology 
solutions, and track the post-sales performance 
of companies selling and implementing these 
systems. Our market intelligence includes 
key decision criteria such as TCO (total cost of 
ownership) comparisons and customer satisfaction 
ratings.

Our research and advisory services cover a range 
of risk and compliance management topics such 
as credit risk, market risk, operational risk, GRC, 
financial crime, liquidity risk, asset and liability 
management, collateral management, regulatory 
compliance, risk data aggregation, risk analytics 
and risk BI.

Our vendor selection services include:

• Buy vs. build decision support.

• Business and functional requirements gathering.

• Identification of suitable risk and compliance 
implementation partners.

• Review of vendor proposals.

• Assessment of vendor presentations and 
demonstrations.

• Definition and execution of Proof-of-Concept 
(PoC) projects.

• Due diligence activities.

For risk technology vendors

Strategy

Chartis can provide specific strategy advice for risk 
technology vendors and innovators, with a special 
focus on growth strategy, product direction, go-
to-market plans, and more. Some of our specific 
offerings include:

• Market analysis, including market segmentation, 
market demands, buyer needs, and competitive 
forces.

• Strategy sessions focused on aligning product 
and company direction based upon analyst data, 
research, and market intelligence.

• Advice on go-to-market positioning, messaging, 
and lead generation.

• Advice on pricing strategy, alliance strategy, and 
licensing/pricing models.

Thought leadership

Risk technology vendors can also engage Chartis 
to provide thought leadership on industry trends in 
the form of in-person speeches and webinars, as 
well as custom research and thought-leadership 
reports. Target audiences and objectives range 
from internal teams to customer and user 
conferences. Some recent examples include:

• Participation on a ‘Panel of Experts’ at a global 
user conference for a leading Global ERM 
(Enterprise Risk Management) software vendor.

• Custom research and thought-leadership paper 
on Basel 3 and implications for risk technology.

• Webinar on Financial Crime Risk Management.

• Internal education of sales team on key 
regulatory and business trends and engaging 
C-level decision makers.

7. How to use research and services from Chartis

In addition to our flagship industry reports, Chartis offers customized information and consulting 
services. Our in-depth knowledge of the risk technology market and best practice allows us to 
provide high-quality and cost-effective advice to our clients. If you found this report informative 
and useful, you may be interested in the following services from Chartis. 
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Financial Crime Risk 
Management Systems: AML 
and Watchlist Monitoring; 
Market Update and Vendor 
Landscape, 2019

Financial Crime Risk 
Management Systems: 
Enterprise Fraud; 
Market Update 2018

Global Risk IT Expenditure in 
Financial Services: 2018 Update

Data Integrity and Control 
in Financial Services: 
Market Update 2018

Cyber Risk Quantification 
Solutions, 2019: Market 
and Vendor Landscape

Artificial Intelligence in 
Financial Services, 2019: 
Demand-Side Analysis

For all these reports, see www.chartis-research.com

8. Further reading

http://www.chartis-research.com

